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Prologue

There is little at hand to write here, no sure way of 
sourcing the true thing in either the fullness or the voids 
preceding this. There’s no real knowledge to be gained, 
beyond the tease and betrayal of forensic facts and the 
back routes that fantasy takes to build its compensations. 
There are rumours, supposition, the strange comfort 
of conspiracy theories, and then the long fallout of 
catastrophic accident.

There is my older sister, Maggie, my co-survivor, 
whose mourning and whose special experience must 
remain her own and produce their singular constellation 
of words, so that there will be holes and holes in this 
story. I will try to trace their rims and seek out a 
crocheted sort of pattern there. But elsewhere this will 
inevitably do violence to the dead, especially to our 
parents, Frederick William Campbell and Adele Roma 
Campbell, née Gordon.

The air’s busy with microwaves, and among them the 
radio waves that were my father’s doing and undoing – in 
the numberless repeated trials by CSIRO Radiophysics 
to strive to make it rain where it wasn’t raining. What 
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desires were miscarried in his service of an ill-conceived 
agriculture? How to understand their transduction in 
catastrophic misadventure and its aftermath?

Beyond the wavelengths that he probed to translate for 
raindrop measurement, where else did he find resonance?

In the aftermath there can only be fragments and their 
strange attractions.

Like the pull of the poultice, the sea-grave will suck 
passages and warp them. As if the text could carry all 
the missing in its folds. As if. Yet however it is written 
or read, the text is made of small waves too.

Starved orphans cling to relics. If the first-born daughter, 
Maggie, has been the archivist, I the second have been 
parasitic, happy with what I could glean from the spare, 
accidental fallout, the ill-defined cartoon, the remnant 
relic. I’ve let my sister remember, long and deep. I’ve 
been more inclined to take the shortcut, usually the 
more facile route of make-believe.

But I think I have an eye for his ear, among a 
handful of small gifts, such as we all have, and that in 
my case are increasingly in tatters. I believe it’s a matter 
of circumstantial nurture, by beings or conjunctions of 
events positive or negative, that sees giftedness flower or 
wither in the bud. I’ve the minor ability to see a face 
for milliseconds and for it to be imprinted enough for 
me to draw a cartoon closer to the fugitive impression 
than many a police identikit, so that the long-loved are 
indelibly inscribed in my primitive brain.
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Jet-lagged and adrenaline-powered on arrival in 
Paris our daughter shoots through. Her panicked father 
implores me to report her disappearance to the Mont-
parnasse police. In mounting alarm, I leap from the taxi 
into the cop shop, leaving on the seat the memory stick 
carrying photos of her. Then, on a page torn from my 
address book I sketch our daughter for the female cop.

Madame, the flic says, it’s a lovely drawing, but perhaps 
you could also supply a photo next time you come in?

Speaking little French doesn’t stop this gorgeous 
sixteen-year-old kid from joining a birthday celebration 
among strangers in le Comptoir café, Rue de Vouillé, 
and, three hours after her arrival in that city, from 
receiving a proposal for marriage. As she laughs her way 
into possible futures, her parents are gripped with dread 
that these be foreclosed to her. Memory might seize 
graphic details but cannot deal with the dynamic front 
of any life and its flirtations with probability.

The most apparently composed, the most carefully self-
edited being who seems the most in control, can also 
be the most vulnerable. The shy, the diffident, the rule-
bound can store potent resentments. Others are better at 
parading their wounds as brave flesh, finding a prestige 
in recklessness. Beware the traffic in the school of hard 
knocks. Beware the slouching troops of battlers. Death 
might tick on in their veins, and vengeful thoughts 
moulder in the compost of their psyches.

But for some it’s through the act of disappearance and 
ventriloquy that they come to survive.
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The writing I becomes through the words of others 
only. In my teaching I have felt hypocritical policing 
plagiarism, because I believe so many of these small 
thefts and echoes to be acts of homage, acts of love.

In a strange intersection of trajectories, these lines 
come into view now as if they were mine:

a story, say, of one who wished to die
and to do so by flying into a distance
and actually disappearing

And since long ago I discovered intensity in the approach 
to the vanishing point, I subscribe to them.

Perhaps I should be writing this ceremonially in my 
formal black pants suit. The black-tie event as mine? 
Well, perhaps in my secret life.



Part I



Geometry

Little sister’s doing a geometry assignment on the card 
table under the salt-white louvres in the Shoalwater Bay 
shack they are renting.

If she drops a perpendicular, then…
There’s the good feel of sand on linoleum underfoot, of 

this casual abandon in the Shoalwater Bay shack. No one 
cares about housework here. One clean sweep is all. She’ll 
do the ten Euclid problems then get ready for Saturday-
arvo dancing classes in town  – shave legs; shampoo 
hair to squeaky clean, since this is before conditioner; 
draw up silky stockings, trying not to ladder them with 
chewed fingernails, clipping on each stocking with the 
rubber-capped suspender buttons; shimmy into the tight 
green-and-black houndstooth skirt and grey cashmere 
jumper; slip into the patent leather shoes with the squashed 
heels. On Perth’s first-floor Barrack Street Dancing Studio 
she and big sister Maggie will be lined up with the others, 
teased and beehived and sprayed, along the studio wall for 
the boys, who’ll skid across the polished boards to choose 
their partners for the ‘Pride of Erin’. Will the tidal wave 
part around them, leaving them there?
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The word wallflower hovers.
Oh, the Red Sea dividing. Red is the blood that 

flows from me. Let the boy-wave not divide like the 
Red Sea around us, and leave us stranded like two 
cooling lumps of pumice stone. But let one not be 
chosen ahead of the other. Then we’ll have to drag her 
sorrow, ball-and-chain.

The mother has her hand cupped over the speaker 
of the receiver and says something to the blue-eyed 
grandmother, a wrinkled and painted doll sunk in the 
cane armchair. Voice broken, the mother coughs. The 
big sister asks, What, what?

The scream comes from another world. With its 
savage ripping force it skins little sister. She sees herself 
blue, blood pulsing under the moon sheen, a skinned 
rabbit. That voice is a killer wind. She dares not look. 
She’s not where her big sister is. She cannot be. That 
space is taken. She doesn’t know what her sister knows. 
She’ll never know what her sister knows. She rents the 
space of not knowing.

I still rent the space of not knowing.
The scream rends the space of not knowing.
Now there’s only the scream in the room – all the 

air’s stolen by it. It’s a destruction of wave harmonics. It’s 
a tearing of the voice box and there’s no stop to it, like 
a line with arrows on either end, it might be infinite.



The dead father Frederick is made alive out of myths.
When he’s two the dead father’s Enchanted Mother 

lets him take apart the Mantel Clock  – mainwheel, 
mainspring, wheel train, gears serially undone, the 
whole escapement: escape wheel, pallet fork, balance 
spring and balance wheel – until wall-to-wall, the lounge 
room floor is Time Dismantled. There is endless space 
now between the tick and the…At two, mind you, the 
mother on the phone has said. The younger daughter 
thinks that to dismantle is not to mantle. Now that’s all 
he is: a photograph of a uniformed, moustached head 
on the mantel.

The dead father is the first on his block to make a 
crystal radio set and he makes them for the neighbours 
as well. This is around 1927, in his twelfth year, common 
enough, since they were widespread, even in World War 
I. But it’s from these he gets hooked on microwaves and 
condensers. It’s not far from here to radar and beyond. 
Just waves, big and small.

It’s the compulsion to explore the miraculous 
world of wave propagation and reception  – of radio 

Time and the waves
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microwaves – that does it: just think of it; as Feynman 
says, all is busy with waves.

In this space there is not only my vision of you, but 
information from Moscow Radio that is being broadcasted at 
the present moment and the seeing of somebody from Peru. All 
the radio waves are just the same kind of waves only longer 
waves. And then the radar from the airplane which is looking 
at the ground trying to figure out where it is, is coming through 
this room at the same time. Plus the x-rays and cosmic rays, 
and all these other things, the same kind of waves, exactly 
the same waves, but shorter, faster, or longer, slower, exactly 
the same thing. So this is the big field, this area of irregular 
motions of an electric field of vibration contains this tremendous 
information, and IT’S ALL REALLY THERE, that’s 
what gets you!…So all these things are going through the 
room at the same time, which everybody knows, but you’ve 
got to stop and think about it to really get the pleasure about 
the complexity, the INCONCEIVABLE nature of nature.

In this family they are good at making up genius boy 
children. The younger sister will have a boy child who 
speaks in clear crisp words at nine months and at ten 
months in telegraphic sentences – uzza icecweam as they 
glide past a Peters Ice Cream sign on a deli. Maybe it’s 
because myths make magnetic spaces. Events are pulled 
to them. The grandmother says, Isn’t that a-mazing, as 
the Toyota Corolla glides under a freeway pedestrian 
overpass. Under the next pedestrian overpass from the 
elevated safety seat at the back, the Baby Genius voice 
pronounces, Uzza mazing. With these enchanting boys 
it’s serial mazing.
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Dismantling time, bending time. We survivors have 
all the time. All the writings of the world might carry 
the missing in their folds.

The two sisters in the beach house enchant no one. 
They understand that they are girls. The space of the dead 
father draws the big sister, who remembers everything 
about him, indelibly out of her own life. She holds the 
past; the past will try to hold her. The little sister can 
have a different life.

Her rehearsals are early; for the moment, she plays 
the girl. She knows she can rent the father if she wants 
because he has retreated and she can make him over for 
herself and from faded bits and pieces she can borrow 
him when she wants. She can give him legs.

She will stride cockily in her jeans. But not now.



Little sister inhales the gorgeous salt seaweedy smell 
against that ripping scream. Beyond the dunes there’s the 
boom, the crack, the boom of the surf. There’s been a 
fire, the mother says, re-cradling the receiver, threading 
the cord through her fingers, lighting a Capstan cigarette.

Little sister has just had her first period. Modess, 
because…whispered the ads and with each whisper the 
sanitary napkin pulled on her bloody hairs. The dog 
trying to jump on her then, what was that about?

Now outside, away from them, she slips her undies off 
on the warm weathered boards of the front porch, safe 
behind the unpruned ti-tree hedge. The wood presses 
into her bare skin. Wood prints into her. Things press 
and impress and your body speaks back. The sun draws 
on her sex. She thinks it drawls. The sun drawls on me, 
speaks deep and slow. It works on me, like that stuff 
for wounds that pulls out the gunk, like what is it, like 
Magnoplasm®. Her young sex milkily responds. What 
is this, what is this? it says. It is sweet salty liquid almond 
speech. The world drawls on you. You whisper back.

Geography
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Even when mother sister grandmother are sucked into 
the black sinkhole of the telephone – There’s been a fire, 
she was saying, it’s all gone – you can let the sun draw on 
your body. The sun pulls like a poultice. She reads her 
geography text. She has a state exam approaching. Study 
is the sun’s drawl, letter by letter, map by map. The 
sense of sun and the drawn earth orbiting. Geography 
and geometry are what Egyptians did as part of sun 
worship – earth drawing and measuring.

She reads Huddersfield and Halifax. She has her memory 
tricks. She gives her own names to them. Her body drawls 
back its slow language. Shuddersfield and Whollyflex. 
The industries. Smelting. The likelihood of what goes 
with what – where there’s coal, there’ll be smelt ing. Steel. 
Summat like that. Where there’s mook there’s brass, her 
grandma says her Scouse great-grandma used to say. Coals 
to Newcastle. The weather, the climate and geography. 
Sunstruck daughter of a man who would’ve made it rain. 
The rainmaker father is dead and dead again.

The charge of old memory: ancestors from Ireland, 
Cornwall, Newcastle, Scotland, and it’s the north country 
accents that atavistically pull with their drawly warmth.

And much later the voice of a woman she loves will 
carry their charge back to this scene. Oh, the smelting. 
They will mouth it and laugh. She will laugh her deep 
slow laugh as she reads this. For now, little sister is 
earning her ninety-three per cent in Junior Geography. 
Her mother has given her shortcuts: think context, 
climate, resources and you can take a shot at what the 
industries will be.
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Soon she’ll learn the microclimates of a lover’s body. 
The quite non-tristes tropiques. Soon is a lie: it will take more 
than world enough for her to find in blind astonishment 
these microclimates tropical and subtropical.

Now from the fibro shack perched on the low dune over 
the road, the daggy burred border collie comes and sniffs 
her legs, licks the salt. What’s happening here, whatcha 
been up to? the moist nose reads her. Dusty Springfield 
is singing on the leather-clad transistor, I only want to be 
with you. The younger sister and the border collie are you 
for now, that Dusty’s voice sings to.

The scream has died in the dunes. All their stuff 
was in the removalists’ warehouse. Is now in another 
form. Chemical change is irreversible. But not so for 
the younger sister. Matter is transformed; does not cease 
to be. All is energy, she knows that. She can reverse 
the situation then. Most of it’s gone, they are sobbing. 
They will be repeating in their broken voices over and 
over. Gone, gone. She shudders at voiced grief. She sees 
with satisfaction the great Gothic span of twisted metal 
hangars above the ocean of ashes punctuated by small 
heaps of foul reeking globular nothing.

The mother’s voice is blank. What this means is – all 
the photos and pictures and furniture from when He 
was alive are gone. The scarf, the voice is a roar of stolen 
air, exiting. Who uttered this? No mouth visibly moves. 
Maybe it was one of those goddesses of fate and fury. It 
was big sister’s voice. Has Maggie already split? A fate. 
One of those Erinyes. She had one thing that was the 
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father’s – the Air Force scarf, not a uniform scarf, but in 
deep grey–blue wool, that someone, maybe one of those 
endless volunteers, knitted for one of the RAF boys, 
in thunder-blue basket-weave stitch. The bigger sister’s 
relic from the father gone – he to sea, now the scarf to 
fire. This burning of all his things, of the antiques he 
chose, the books he’d read or meant to read, incinerated 
in the cremation he never had.

Of course, the widow will not claim the ashes from 
her remaining treasure: the chiffonnier, the red former 
rocking chair stripped of rockers, the photographs  – 
beyond the uncertifiable death, beyond the no-body, 
there are no ashes, there is no sure death toll, no ding-
dong bell, no damage claim. There will be no travesty of 
salvage to be taken in the wake of no-wake, no fetching 
of material remainders in the absence of the man.

Of course, mother Roma will not jump in the 
two-toned, olive- and apple-green finned Morris Major 
Elite to inspect what is left, as the storage management 
invites her to do – the sprinklers saved some things, you 
are welcome to come and see for yourself, the mother says 
they said.

There’s never been even a fragment of body to identify, 
so why would she run to contemplate the remnants of 
thingsthingsthings? The photos would’ve burnt first, she 
says, lighting another cigarette. No, I couldn’t bear to 
rake through the wreckage.

The younger one slinks off again to the dunes where 
the old border collie will follow her. She wonders at her 
cold heart.
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The collies do not patrol the borders in this world. They 
will facilitate passageways, from one level to the next.

She and this border collie will sit together and watch 
the swollen body of the ocean roll and break. Waves, 
particles and waves. This loud, breaking grief will always 
upstage her, until she becomes a subtle actress, or so she 
thinks. She will cling to the particular.

And so, the younger sister, callous, letting the sun 
milk her like crazy, sets her mind free to do geometry 
and geography, or daydream the German teacher taking 
her in her arms, meine Schöne, meine Liebe, or even the 
boys’ eyes lighting up as they skid across the dance floor 
to choose her. The ones with oily rock’n’roll quiffs, 
more than shiny Beatles mops, the rebel boys in tight 
black jeans and winklepickers are the ones she wills to 
notice her. She’ll tease her hair into the biggest beehive 
to pull them towards her. Take that, ‘Pride of Erin’. 
She’ll be one with the boys in tight black jeans and 
greasy quiffs – she’ll be one of them. Her legs will make 
those winklepickers move.


